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thumbsplus pro includes all the features of standard plus several new features. you can add special effects, crop images, remove red-eye and apply any number of creative effects. you can adjust the brightness
and contrast of each image. a dark background can actually look good. create a new collection, select the images, and drag them into the collection to put them in a folder. you can rename a collection, add a

description, create a date, and tag your images. you can add keywords to your images to help you find them later. thumbsplus pro works on both 32-bit and 64-bit windows systems. all the thumbsplus features
work on windows vista as well. if you use windows vista, thumbsplus pro includes the new windows vista thumbs.db file manager, which is great. it's a simple file manager that works like windows explorer, with
tabs, icons, a tree view, and all the other features you'd expect from windows explorer. there's even a thumbs.db file manager for vista and later systems. as with vista, thumbsplus pro creates a new thumbs.db

file, so you won't get the full power of windows explorer on your vista and later systems. installing thumbsplus pro is very easy. simply double-click the.exe file you downloaded. it'll ask if you want to run it as
administrator. let it run. when finished, it'll make a shortcut to thumbsplus on your desktop. this installer can be used to download the latest available version of thumbsplus. it will install the latest version of
thumbsplus on your computer. we recommend always installing the latest version of thumbsplus. thumbsplus pro does not let you batch rotate, crop, resize, or otherwise modify images. however, if you have

images in a folder of the same name, it is possible to select the images and have the program apply any editing to them all. (however, thumbsplus pro does not appear to recognize that it should be saving over
the originals, so you may lose your originals.)
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before installing
thumbsplus, you need to
configure the application

to use your printer.
simply run the

application, select
"printers," and choose
the printer you want to

use. on the second
screen, you will need to
click "connect." this will
connect the application
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to the printer. you can
then create your galleries

as you wish, or start to
create them. you can use
a variety of methods for

creating galleries.
thumbsplus does not

support high resolution
images (over 150 dpi),
but the program can be

installed on a windows xp
64-bit system that is

capable of handling high
resolution images. high
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resolution images can be
used, but will have to be

reduced on the
thumbsplus desktop

application. if you wish to
use a picture that is on
your computer, simply
locate it, and select it.
you can drag it into the

right side of the
thumbsplus window, or

simply double-click on it.
there are no limits on the
number of pictures you
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can use with thumbsplus.
just be aware that your

computer memory (ram)
will need to be increased
to accommodate the high

resolution image files.
this can be achieved by
moving the thumbsplus
application to a different
partition, or by moving
some of the pictures to
external memory. the

thumbsplus application
adds the ability to create
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and edit movie
presentations, like

keynote and powerpoint.
when you create a
presentation, the

application creates the
slides and a movie file.
the movie file can be

used to show the slides
as a slide show, or as a

video. you can also save
the presentation as a

slide show file. you can
also add images to a
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presentation. 5ec8ef588b
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